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It was 4 o'clock on a Sunday morning and the villagers were still asleep. No one knew that I had
returned.
Lying awake on the church rectory cot, I waited until I heard the bells at dawn.
Stepping into the red-brick church, I followed the tiny toe prints of barefoot children down the
dirt aisle and up to the altar. As I began to speak, astonished eyes greeted me.
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“I came back to tell you that I never forgot you and how you took care of me when I was just a
girl.”
Pinpricks of sunlight darted like fireflies through the crumbling brick walls. There were
whispers: “Miss Elizabeth? Mamu Elizabeth?”
“I know you didn't believe me when I said I'd come back. But here I am, to see how your
children and fields have grown. To listen to your stories. To tell you a few of my own.”
Crow's-feet deepened around the weather-beaten eyes of the women whose children I had once
taught, as they smiled and welcomed me home.
Kamponde, a mud-hut village of 2,500 people, is much like any other in the Democratic
Republic of Congo, the central African country known back then as Zaire. But to me, it is like no
place on earth.
Kamponde is where bamboo-clacking breezes and salmon sunsets are savored with calabashes of
freshly fermented palm wine, as women with babies strapped to their backs return from the
manioc fields to light the evening cooking fires.
Kamponde is where I saw my first dead body, became lifelong friends with a cook and the
enemy of a priest who would later die from a mysterious virus after infecting teenage girls. It’s
where I played my first guitar duet, laughed off my first marriage proposal and where I had the
revelation that I didn’t want to go to law school, but instead become a journalist.
It is where I taught English for two years to hundreds of young men and a few young women
who were then sent off to struggle with poverty, corruption and a virus not yet called AIDS.
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I was the last Peace Corps volunteer in Kamponde. In 1981, Washington headquarters
determined the school administration had become too corrupt to justify my presence and the
surrounding province of Kasai Occidental too dangerous to secure my safety.
I had vowed to keep the people of Kamponde in my heart and to return one day.
Now I was back, to keep that promise, to see if they had remembered me and to learn whether I
had made a difference in their lives — as they had in mine.
I was given this rare opportunity when I was posted to West Africa as a foreign correspondent
for The Associated Press. Presidential elections were underway; turmoil was roiling on the
eastern side of that great bend in the Congo River as rebels threatened to march across the
country and topple the three-decade dictator, President Mobutu Sese Seko. I told the foreign
editor that instead of covering the approaching civil war from the capital, Kinshasa, a return to
my Peace Corps village would give readers a more personal and nuanced look into the complex
story of Zaire in those days.
What I didn’t know was that this little village would once again come to change my life.
***
My Ethiopian Airways jet landed at bat-infested N’djili International Airport in Kinshasa one
early winter day in 1996.
Inflation had risen by 8,000 percent in the last two years. One American dollar would trade for
40,000 zaires, the currency with the image of President Mobutu in his trademark leopard-skin
hat.
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The Peace Corps had pulled out all its volunteers from Zaire in 1991 — 10 years after I had left
— when thousands of unpaid soldiers attacked civilians and went on deadly looting sprees in the
country’s largest cities. It had just become too dangerous.
Sullen bureaucrats now extorted pathetic bribes from travelers. An immigration officer at the
airport grilled me about my visa, saying my documents weren't in order. In the end, he settled for
50,000 zaires, or about $1.25.
I then flew to the provincial capital of Kananga on a small airline flown by drunken Russian
pilots. As I walked onto the tarmac, soldiers with rubber batons were beating back panicked
crowds trying to drag sacks of manioc and other goods onto cargo planes. I was used to these
cruel scenes at small African airports and I knew better than to get involved.
I remembered Kananga as one of the most romantic cities I had ever known: dancing at Fat
Albert's amid women in batik headdresses, the air alive with the loopy, guitar-driven soukous
music that sounded like a cross between calypso and flamenco.
Instead, I found a pitiful shell. Stores gutted during the riots were still boarded up. Banks had
shut down. Streets were empty and people no longer looked at me in the eyes.
I discovered a Toyota 4x4 would be ferrying a family and a load of supplies to the Catholic
mission in Kamponde. The driver offered me a one-way lift if I bought them a barrel of petrol.
I could have taken the train, but passenger trains had not run for years and I wasn’t yet ready to
risk one of the freight trains that frequently derailed or were robbed. I wasn’t sure how I would
get back to Kananga from Kamponde, but figured I’d hitch a ride with a truck driver or aid
worker.
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The 100-kilometer trip once took three to four hours, but the road had become so neglected and
rutted that we were forced to inch along slowly, gears grinding and wheels often spinning.
It was evening when three ragtag soldiers jumped from the bushes and onto the road, ordering us
to stop. I heard them patting their AK-47s and smelled the acidic “cinq-cent” corn whiskey on
their breath.
The guns didn't scare me. It had been years since the soldiers had bullets. Still, I slipped my gold
wedding band into my jeans’ pocket and wiggled my toes against the hundred-dollar bills stuffed
down my black cowboy boots.

The soldiers demanded to see the driver's registration papers and asked what this “tshitoka,” or
“white person” in the local Tshiluba dialect, was doing in the jeep. I feigned disinterest and
looked out the passenger window, heart pounding for fear they would rob us. The driver
explained that I was an old Peace Corps volunteer returning to my village, which then launched a
jovial chat about all the volunteers who had once taught them back in the day. One of the
soldiers asked me if this meant that the young Americans they had once found so lovingly
inappropriate and often useless and naive would now be coming back to teach their children and
work in their clinics and fields again.
“On ne sait jamais,” I said with a hopeful smile, using the French expression, “You never
know.”
They laughed and settled for a few packaged biscuits and wished us good luck on our way.
It took eight hours to drive the last 60 kilometers. We mostly bumped along in silence under
brilliant stars and past fire-lighted villages where children sang along to bamboo xylophones. I
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sat up front next to the driver and once shyly told him to pull over so that I could run into the
bush to pee, my little packet of Kleenex tucked in my back pocket. The children and mother slept
the entire way in the back seat, crowded among bags of manioc flour and jugs of palm oil.
I looked out over the brush fires that dotted the nighttime savannah to root out the snakes and
mice, and said to myself, “I have the best fucking job in the world.”
***
That next morning in church, several hundred faces looked up at me with pleasure, yet no doubt
wondering why my long red hair was now cut into a boyish bob. My California-girl freckles had
faded with age and I now had small crows-feet of my own. I also saw that hope in their eyes that
perhaps I had brought them some sort of relief. My chest tightened with that long-forgotten fear
that my presence here could often do more harm than good.
The village had become so ragged that after 15 years I still recognized some of the hand-medown dresses the little girls had worn to morning mass.
As I left the church, children grasping at my hands, people who once knew me rushed in for
hugs. Others gave me that respectful handshake reserved for the elderly or visitors, in which they
cup their right elbow with their left palm while gripping my right hand with theirs.
I looked across the red-dirt road and there it stood: the little whitewashed brick-stucco house that
had housed a generation of Peace Corps volunteers and was home to many Belgian missionaries
before that. The blue paint that trimmed the windows and the front porch had faded, but the
fuchsia bougainvillea was as bright as ever. The joy I had once felt on that front porch, playing
guitar with the kids from the mud huts across the way; holding afternoon study sessions with my
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seniors who would come to practice their reading and writing before taking their final exams;
drinking a rare cold beer out of those big brown bottles or warm palm wine when other
volunteers passed through, or with the wonderful Oxfam couple who brought me my mail.
Now, all these years later, outside in the shade of the mango trees, I looked for a man I had
prayed would still be alive. And there he was, grinning at me while shaking his head.
“Mamu Elizabeth, I heard you were here, but I couldn't believe it,” Tshinyama Mwananzoi
whispered as we reached out in an awkward embrace.
For seven years, Tshinyama had cooked for the Peace Corps volunteers in Kamponde. When the
post closed down, I brought him up to the regional PC house in Kananga and he cooked there for
another 10 years.
After the Peace Corps withdrew from Congo during the 1991 riots, Tshinyama had waited in
Kananga for a year. He dutifully guarded the large white apartment with terrazzo floors and a
wrap-around porch where many of us slept when we came to the provincial capital to get our
vaccines, resupply our medical kits with antimalarial drugs and pick up our mail and TIME
magazines.
Finally, Tshinyama returned to his fields in Kamponde and tried to put 17 years of feeding young
Americans behind him. His father and the father before him had cooked for the Belgian
missionaries — believing that God had called on them to nourish the White Man.
“It’s what we were sent here to do,” Tshinyama would always say. “It is our duty to God and it is
our duty to you.”
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An agnostic at heart, and often ashamed of my white privilege, I would always argue that God
had better things to worry about and that he had been free to choose his own path. He once
replied with a grin: “You don’t think my mango pudding comes from heaven?”
That morning, as we walked toward his family compound, we were already planning the menu
for the party I would throw the village later that week. The packed-dirt compounds were still
neatly swept, kindling fences protecting the wildflowers from the goats.
Some of my Tshiluba came back to me as women in their color-worn sarongs straightened from
their wooden mortars and pestles, taking a break from their melodic pounding of manioc and
corn.
“Mamu moyo, malu kayi?” Hello ma'am, how are you? “Malu bimpe, amu wewe?” I'm just fine,
and you? It was as though no time had passed, hearing that quick suck of breath that meant,
thank you for stopping by, before they bent back to work.
At the family compound, Mamu Marie Tshinyama ducked out from the square mud hut. She was
only 37, but the average life span at the time was only 47 years old. A life of working in the
fields, mothering six children and losing three, had left her looking twice her age.
She accepted my traditional gift of super-wax batik cloth and took my face in her hands, saying
in French: “You don't look a day older than when you left us here so long ago.”
She called for her two girls, only an infant and toddler when I left. Teenagers with their mother's
dimples appeared, babies at their breasts. I looked longingly at these little bundles, gently
pinching their chubby cheeks as their sweet brown eyes looked back in surprise at having seen
their first white face and reached for my red hair.
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Everything is family here, as it must be when family is often all there is. So they had to ask: How
many children did we have? Show us their photos. What are their names?
My husband Chris — a photojournalist who had already traveled the world — and I had tried for
years to conceive. But uterine fibroids and a cancer scare in my early 20s that had called for
emergency surgery had weakened my uterus and clouded my ovaries. This was compounded by
a slowing biological clock, as I was now in my late 30s. We knew our odds were diminishing by
the day.
I had begun to collect fertility statues on my reporting trips across West Africa and once had a
voodoo priest perform a gin-spitting ceremony at my feet to call on my ancestors in the invisible
world to bring us a child. I would lie in bed with my legs propped up against the wall after
making love in our little lemon-yellow house back in Abidjan, hoping to aid those wily sperm.
I didn’t tell Tshinyama and Marie all that, only that we had been trying and had yet to be blessed.
We were looking into adoption, I said, and warned with a wink that I might take a Kamponde
baby home with me.
With tsk-tsks and furrowed brows, Marie clasped my hands in hers and told me not to worry —
their Catholic prayers and animist gods would bring us a child. She was certain. Just wait.
I was embarrassed at having shared so much, not having anticipated that the villagers would be
as curious about me as I was about them. Tshinyama's younger brother, Kabunda Mayombo,
rescued me when he joined us and we started to reminisce. He had been one of my students and
shared some hilarious tales of me slamming rulers, throwing chalk and making “farceurs” —
class clowns like him — stand with their noses to the back wall.
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Kabunda was a deacon at the church now, and a French teacher with an associate degree from a
college in Kananga. He wanted to talk about the upcoming national elections, about how bad
things were for his wife and six kids.
“If Mobutu wins again,” he said, “it'll be the death of us all.”
Every mud hut used to have a framed photograph of Mobutu Sese Seko Kuku Ngbendu W a Za
Bana. Mobutu Himself Forever, Powerful Warrior Who Leaves Fire in His Wake. Mobutu the
billionaire, who had skimmed riches from the nationalized diamond, copper and cobalt mines
while many of his people could only feed their children every other day.
Mobutu the cancer patient, who traveled to Switzerland for treatment while patients at
Kinshasa’s Mama Yemo Hospital — named for his beloved mother — must bring their own
aspirin and syringes if they wanted treatment on one of the wire cots.
When I lived in Kamponde, few would speak Mobutu’s name, fearing his dark powers would
somehow strike them dead. It was believed that Mobutu’s witchcraft came from his leopard-skin
toque and that that was why one would rarely seem him without it.
Now there were many like Kabunda who openly blamed him for their woes, and who pinned
hopes on the elections that Mobutu had already postponed three times. I would go on to shout
questions at the 32-year dictator during a rare press conference the following year, just before his
downfall and the onset of a six-year civil war that would claim more lives than any other global
conflict since World War II.
***
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My first day back in Kamponde ended with a dinner of fish heads in palm oil, boiled manioc
leaves and a gooey, hot dough of corn flour and manioc, a starchy root known as cassava in other
parts of the world. and corn flour known. We ate this fou-fou with our hands at the monsignor’s
table, our faces lighted by kerosene lantern. The Congolese priest was wary of my presence. He
knew he was obliged to house and feed me and my former student, Lingele, who had traveled
with me from Kinshasa to help with translation and take photos. But he was clearly not happy at
the inconvenience and didn’t like this foreigner asking questions about the village.
I had earlier taken a bucket bath in the old tub behind the church rectory; still no running water
or electricity in Kamponde after all these years. The water in plastic barrels was brought in from
girls carrying buckets on their heads filled with well water from a mile outside of the village.
I remembered my Sunday treat of taking an actual shower over at the Catholic Mission where
Pere Paul still lived, a last vestige of the colonial days when Belgian missionaries ruled villages
with iron fists and patronizing sermons. The old priest with a long gray beard and coke-bottle
glasses had rigged up a rainwater system that allowed water to flow through pipes and a shower
head. Though always cold, it was heavenly to stand under running water and wash my long hair.
I would then endure a big breakfast with the Belgian priest — eggs and freshly baked bread —
and listen to him belittle the villagers as childish and weak, while telling tales of cannibalism and
all that he had endured during his more than four decades there. I could never understand why he
had remained when most of the other missionaries had fled home after independence in 1960.
A cot had been set up in a guest room of the old church rectory, now the domain of the
monsignor. The concrete floors kept the room cool and all I needed was a sheet to protect me
from the mosquitoes and bad dreams.
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Lying there, I thought I could see spiders in the candlelight. I remembered the time I had
watched a tarantula-like spider coming toward me as I stood naked in the little bathroom of our
Peace Corps house, taking a bucket bath. I shared the house with two other volunteers, one of
whom was a biology teacher who would not want me to kill the spider, so that he could take it to
class the next day. That then led me to think about the rat that had climbed over my face one
night; the cobra that coiled up and hissed at me in the living room; the python that was lured into
the village and tenderized by children dancing on its bloated body — it had apparently just eaten
a baby goat — before it was sliced up and democratically doled out, as it was a rare delicacy.
The wonders of the day suddenly seemed lost in loneliness. How had I had lived like this — with
no running water, no electricity and no one to share my thoughts with at the end of those days?
The two other Peace Corps volunteers did not get along so I had spent much of my time focused
on my work. One didn’t like teaching and left early to transfer to a public health project and the
other finished his second year after my first. I spent my second year alone in the village, happier
than I had ever been. How was it that I was so strong while being so young?
I blew out the candle and turned my face to the wall, but I still could not sleep. I kept seeing the
face of the silver-haired man with clouded cataracts wearing a Belgian Congo legionnaire's hat.
He had approached me that afternoon. He trembled as he handed me a tattered identity card the
Belgian colonialists had once given to native workers. It identified him as a “Boy Domestique.”
The old man showed me a copper medal bearing the likeness of Belgium’s King Leopold II, who
had amassed a personal fortune in what was once the Belgian Congo, ordering the hands and
heads of native gold-mine and rubber plantation workers cut off if they did not meet their quotas.
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“I'm not asking you for anything,” the old man said as our four-fisted handshake lingered. “You
have already given much to our children here. But perhaps somebody will read your story.
Perhaps somebody will send me some medicine for my eyes that are finding it harder to see.”
As I tossed on my squeaky cot, I knew that some readers would want to send medicine for the
old man and dresses for the little girls. I got these requests all the time, one of the few small
reminders that my reporting actually did have an impact.
But there was no postal system to deliver such items. There were no more volunteers or
missionaries or well-meaning aid workers who came down this way anymore. And most
Congolese those days were just focused on survival.
***
The next morning, we strolled down the road to Institute Untu, where I hoped to find any small
evidence of my legacy as a teacher. Lingele — who had been one of my brightest students back
in the day and was now a university-educated, unemployed hustler in Kinshasa. We were quiet in
our thoughts. This is where he had believed he was attending one of the best schools in the
country, one that was once famous for turning out politicians, businessmen and preachers who
would go on to rule the capital, the country’s capitalism and the all-powerful Catholic Church.
This is where I once bristled at the wolf-whistles of young men, some of whom had been my
own age or older, having been forced to take off years here and there to help their families at
home. My rowdiest seniors would make smooching sounds when I turned to the board,
prompting me once to march to the headmaster’s office and declare I was on strike. The same
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class would later win me back after averting their eyes when a gust of wind blew open my Indian
wraparound skirt, putting my cotton panties and pale freckled thighs on display for all to see.
And now before me was the campus oval, where hundreds of students had once lined up every
morning to pledge their allegiance to President Mobutu and sing the national anthem, hands over
hearts. It was now covered in dried brush; the metal flagpole that had once flown the green-andyellow Zairian flag stood as still and bare as an old woodpecker tree.
I also stood still while Lingele tickled the brush with a machete before we crossed over to the
classrooms. One is rarely without a machete in the bush. I had been horrified to learn during
Peace Corps training that if bitten by a Black Mamba — one of the planet’s most venomous
snakes — your only chance of survival was to get a farmer to use his machete to cut off the
bitten limb, put on a tourniquet and get to a hospital ASAP. It was for this, and the ankle-biting,
malaria-carrying mosquitoes, that I would typically wear cowboy boots out in the field during
my reporting trips.
We found the dormitory boarded up; the dining hall had burned down. Classroom windows were
broken. Others, through which I once watched Okapi antelope graze, were sealed up with brick
as they were no longer in use. Though still open, the school was a shell of its former self. I found
some seniors cramming for the college boards, but most of the students had left for winter break.
I took a seat in the silent room where I once taught my favorite class, a dozen junior literature
majors, so bright and eager that I often felt drunk after their class.
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In the weeks since returning to Zaire, I learned that at least four of my former students had died
from illnesses compounded by AIDS. There were no doubt more, but no one could say in a
country that keeps no statistics on the disease and refers to it as “the four-letter word.”
The HIV virus is believed to have originated in Zaire — first passed to men who hunted and
feasted on chimpanzee. It wasn't until the mid-1980s that the mysterious virus, which was killing
prostitutes across the land, was diagnosed as AIDS. Today, the country still has no HIV
prevention program and condoms are still frowned upon by the men.
“There was a farmer, had a dog, and Bingo was his name-oh!” someone sang behind my back.
I turned toward the voice to see Marceline Kanimushimbi, who had been one of my few
freshmen girls. She had forgotten most of her English but still remembered that song.
Marceline, 31, proudly told me that she had graduated. She was now the mother of four and
married to another of my former students, Kamulombo Mutang, an economics teacher at the
institute. Like others here, he hadn’t been paid in months.
In Kamponde, and also in Kinshasa and Kananga, I managed to find two dozen of my former
students. Among them were more teachers, a mining consultant, a construction engineer — and
Kamanga Mutond, a popular radio journalist who would later string for the AP.
They told me the Peace Corps volunteers who taught them English, biology and chemistry had
helped get them into the university and opened their minds to new possibilities. Zairian men are
famous for their flattery, but my skepticism about their sincerity weakened one day in Kananga
when a chubby man started running alongside our jeep.
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“Miss Elizabeth! Miss Elizabeth! Don't you remember me? It's Tshibuabua Kasolo from your
senior biology class.”
He was holding one of my old passport photos, a keepsake that I had given to those who had
asked, and he had carried with him all these years.
He was a black-market moneychanger now, he told me as he leaned into the jeep window, and
shyly asked me if he could have a new photo. I had brought dozens of small visa photos just for
these requests and handed him one, promising to have a beer with him on the trip back.
Now, in this ruin of a secondary school that was once the pride of Kasai Occidental, I met
today's students. I passed along some of the books donated by the Peace Corps.
“Didn't you bring us some food, ma'am?” one skinny senior asked.
All I had were some hard candies and biscuits I carried for children. I was afraid this would
offend these young adults, but they lined up and told me this might be their only meal of the day.
On other days, they worked with farmers in their fields in return for some grilled corn.
We practiced their English and my old verb-tense drills came right back. It was clear, however,
that none would pass the English portion of their final exams. Even if they did, getting into a
university requires trading in family connections, bribery, diamonds or sex.
Here is the future of Zaire, I thought to myself: a generation lost in a haze of hunger and dashed
dreams.
***
Planning a party in Kamponde is easy; everyone pitches in.
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I handed Tshinyama a stack of zaires, about $50, and he oversaw the preparations. Palm wine
was ordered from neighboring villages, a fat female goat was butchered, sacks of corn and
manioc taken to the mill. Tshinyama and his cooks sweat over a half-dozen black cauldrons.
Several hundred people gathered that night to pass the wine and share the meal. The bamboo
xylophones used for the church choir had been tuned up and dragged outside. Dancing teenagers
pounded the dirt around the fire and I heard them singing my name in their songs. The women
then took their turn, at first singing and clapping as they sashayed in a clockwise circle, then
raising their palms to the sky and again invoking my name in a harmonic chant.
I was caught off-guard when asked to give a speech.
“I just want to thank you again for everything you once did for me,” I said. “You gave me a
kitten when you heard my older brother had died. You hid me when those Angolan soldiers
wandered into the village, looking for me. Thank you for leaving eggs and papaya at my door.”
There was that familiar, loud “uhhh,” and chin nod in acknowledgement after each thanks.
“Thank you for putting up with these crazy young Americans who had no idea what they were
doing so far from home,” I said, and everyone nodded. “Remember when I locked Mr. Paul out
of the house because he hid my biscuits and told me I was getting fat?”
Everyone laughed and shook their heads. He had gone around the house pounding on the
windows and shouting at me. The scene had led the gossip chatter for weeks.
“You all thought I would marry Mr. Douglas, didn’t you?” I continued, referring to the popular
PCV who had taught in Kamponde two years before me and who had stayed on to be our
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regional rep. We fell hard for each other the moment we met and he would often drive down
from Kananga to stay for a few days. We’d sit on the front porch playing our guitars, gather with
students and attend Sunday mass, the parishioners nudging one another with knowing smiles.
“Thank you, children of Kamponde, for having once asked me impossible questions and telling
me tales that I would start to write down. It was here that I learned I could become a journalist, a
job that would allow me to travel, tell similar tales and come back to you one day.”
The children from across the lane would often come by after dinner and build a fire in our
backyard. We’d sit around making up songs in Tshiluba and I’d play my guitar and teach them
some classics, such as “Oh What a Beautiful Morning” and “Blowing in the Wind.”
They would ask me questions in their broken elementary school French: How does the sun stay
up in the sky? Is it true Americans have magic boxes that carry them from one floor to the next?
Is your president really just a peanut farmer, like ours?
I would sit by a kerosene lantern later that night and write like mad in my journal and craft
stories that I would then send home. My father had sent me a Dictaphone with mini cassettes and
I would wander around the village gathering sound and songs and build more stories that way.
Those children of my early reporting were now grown and some were already gone. One in five
children would not live until their fifth birthday those days in the Congo. My favorite
neighborhood kid, Sid, had joined the army and was immediately killed.
I knew that the morsel of the goat they ate that night might be the only taste of meat most of
them would have this year. I encouraged them to eat more, drink more and go to bed happy.
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“Life is like a circle, and you've come home,” Tshinyama told me as we were sitting in front of
the fire, taking our last sips of palm wine. “You haven't really changed over all these years.
That's because it was here that you found who you are.”
Long after midnight, as I drifted off, I could still hear the singing of the children and the
pounding of the drums. And I heard the women chanting my name.
***
Packing up the next morning, I gave my lipstick and mascara to the beautiful young woman who
worked at the rectory and had been cleaning my room and carrying water. I also gave her a
cotton scarf I used to protect my neck from the sun — a pale yellow one I would see on her 10
years later as she lay on a rattan mat, dying from a virus they would then know to be AIDS.
As I waved goodbye and stopped to shake hands along the road to the train station, I discovered
the pull of a hot shower, a glass of red wine and the sound of Chris’ voice had tempered my
tears. I had waited for several days to see if a truck or jeep passed through the village. I knew my
only option now was to take the 13-hour trip to Kananga by way of freight train.
I slumped in the corner of a box car, pulling my knees to my chest to avoid the chickens and
goats and sleeping farmers at my feet. Lingele was asleep before we even left the station.
I smiled in the dark and closed my eyes.
I knew I’d never be sure what good I’d done here. But I did know there was a village in Africa
where Sunday morning prayers would call on the gods to bless me with a child, and where “Miss
Elizabeth” were words in a song.
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